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The best time is

quality time

Pacifica Buffet Cabinet.
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Family aﬀaire
As a child I didn’t care too much for my parents’ florist shop, and I was
sure I would never follow in their footsteps. It was always work, work, work,
6/7 days in the week and, to my mind, not enough time spent as a family.
Which is why I could never wait for our (summer) holidays. Even though
we weren’t well off, we got away with all the family for two or three weeks,
when we spent plenty of time together. Usually, my mum, sister and
little Henk went on ahead, with Dad joining us a week later with the car;
he didn’t like being away from the business for too long. The family
Teunissen’s favourite destination was the Lago di Garda, or Lake Garda,
in Northern Italy. We stayed in a few places on the shores of the lake,
from Riva to Garda, and I still know the best spots (and the tastiest ice
cream parlours).
Around 10 years ago we returned as a family, and actually not much had
changed in 40 years. I have so many Happy Memories from those holidays
with my mum and dad and sister. We often stayed in the kind of simple,
small family hotel where everyone — young and old alike — helped run the
family concern; mum, dad, sometimes even a brother or grandmother and
grandfather, and the children too, as it was all hands on deck in the summer. All meals were included, with lunch and dinner served at set times.
Each customer/family had their own table in the restaurant and just before
meal-times the guests could be found waiting outside the restaurant doors.
We never stayed at a camp site as my mum detested camping; if I have to
crawl into a tent, I’d rather stay home, she’d always say.
What has stayed with me in particular is the family ambience of those little
hotels. In no time at all you’d got to know all the manager’s family, and the
Italian food was delightful, of course. Extended, hot meals were served
both at lunchtime and in the evening, meals that included pasta, with all
the food (sometimes three courses no less) served on white table linen.
Naturally,
we thought it the height of luxury. Your name was put on any bottle of wine
you’d ordered, which was then saved until the next meal, if you hadn’t
finished it before then of course. However, my parents weren’t big drinkers,
so the wine was imbibed sparingly.
During the summer in Northern Italy the weather can take a turn for the
worse now and then, so during inclement weather we would always go
on a day trip somewhere, on the lake, or to Venice or Verona. I have great
memories of Verona; it is a lovely, old, compact city with at its heart the
world-renowned Arena, the amphitheatre, where magnificent open-air
opera performances are held in the summer time. Children find it a real
experience too, although some operas can be quite long. Unsold tickets for
that evening’s performance could be bought at a discount at a kiosk on the
square outside the Arena. I can picture it now, and opposite the Arena were
countless pavement cafes where we were sometimes treated to a drink if
we were thirsty or tired. Once inside the Arena, you could hire cushions to
make you more comfortable on the stone seat. Only the expensive tickets
at the front had proper chairs, and to my mind these looked very chic. They
were always very special weeks, and going on holiday together as a family
to us, to this day, is the ultimate holiday.
I have never urged my children to join the Rivièra Maison business; it
certainly mustn’t be taken for granted; it’s quite hard work but, would you
believe, now all three work for our brand. Our eldest, Sjors, had time on
his hands having finished his course in commercial economics, so he
joined me on a week’s business trip to China and was so enthused that
in a restaurant high above the city of Shanghai, I offered him a job as a
kind of traineeship; his ambition is to be an entrepreneur. He has been
with us for over a year now, first in procurement and now as a manager
in the E-commerce department that handles the web shop.
Our middle child, Puck, has kind of become the Rivièra Maison mascot.
Every Monday and Wednesday she helps with catering, in particular
ensuring a tidy kitchen and pantry; boy are you in trouble if you leave it
in a mess, when Puck takes you to task. Puck has a learning disability but
is highly skilled socially and has the gift of the gab. She is very sociable,
wants to know everything and has half the company on Facebook; for all
the latest titbits, just ask Puck.
Our youngest, Bess, has just successfully completed an interior design
course at the HMC in Amsterdam, and is about to start a creative Higher
Professional Education course at the Artemis in Amsterdam. She thinks
she wants to be an interior designer, if so, the apple doesn’t fall far from
the tree. In her free time she currently works in one of our shops as a
sales assistant. It’s just a matter of waiting to find out what happens, as
who knows, maybe one of my three children will follow in Dad’s footsteps.
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At home, family is really important to us. We love getting together for a
meal, with all the extended family and Grandma there too. That’s why I
thought it so special and fantastic to encounter René Bogaart from the
Pavarotti restaurant chain. A first-rate entrepreneur who in no time at all
established a number of successful catering businesses based on a super
concept. Italian pasta dishes and pizzas at very affordable prices, but in a
convivial, pleasant ambience. René and his wife Sandra have been big fans
of RM for many years now, just take a look at their lovely home in RM Style
on page 36 of this magazine, and we have just embarked upon a business
partnership. From now on, we will do the interior design for all the Pavarotti
restaurants.
What René and I have in common is being real family men, and his extended family is likewise involved in his business. They also like to all get
together for enjoyable meals because hard work is great, but enjoying time
with the family is what it’s all about. René agrees wholeheartedly with me
that besides good food, ambience and conviviality is just as important for
a restaurant. Going out for a meal is a social activity, one which we like
to undertake in a pleasant setting; after all, that’s how you see a lot of
customers coming back, time and again. Twice a year we will undertake
complete restaurant make-overs by replacing all the accessories with the
latest seasonal pieces from our collection, keeping everything nicely
up-to-date and reflecting the seasons better.
What is striking is that more and more catering businesses also understand
that ambience is vital, indeed, our B2B department that oversees project
furnishing has expanded rapidly in the last two years. An increasing number of hotels and restaurants are opting for Rivièra Maison. This year too
will see significant growth, with a range of premises furnishing plans across
Europe on the 2019 schedule already. It’s great to undertake, and is hugely
satisfactory in creative terms. Indeed, we’re also giving our input about
layout, wall and floor colour schemes, and even the formula name.
On this page you can see me standing next to our new Pacifica Shutter
Cabinet; it’s my favourite piece for this autumn. A beautiful, handmade
range of pure Indian mahogany. We have been busy with this for more
than two years. This range is made around three hours’ drive from Jaipur in
India, in a small workshop run, again, by a family concern comprising two
brothers, their wives and both their sons. We go there at least 3 or 4 times
a year, and when we are there the spouses always prepare scrumptious
vegetarian dishes for us, all home-made; the food alone is worth a visit.
The Pacifica is in actual fact a successor to the classic New Orleans shutter
cabinet (which we will continue to make as usual) which, in our opinion,
deserved a worthy successor after 15 years. I believe you must always
reinvent yourself, without losing your DNA. Naturally, RM will continue to
be the classic brand in Long Island/Provence style.
For the autumn we have also invested creativity into more functional,
industrial pieces, and have even added a touch of stylishness, as can be
seen on pages 26 and 59. To my mind the ability to keep mixing up all the
styles, but to also keep creating a different ambience with individual pieces
is all-important. To this end, Riviera Maison has become more complete
and more accessible to a multitude of tastes.
Happy reading, and I wish you a fantastic autumn enjoying beautiful
woodland walks and extended meals with family and friends.
Home is where you can be you.

CEO/Founder Rivièra Maison

Follow me on:

RMHenkTeunissen

@henkrm

@RMHenk
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Repulse Bay Armchair velvet, brown, available in various colours.
For full product information, see pages 80-81 of this magazine.
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classic
- never goes out of style -

If there is one lifestyle that has a rich appearance, it is the classic lifestyle. A classic interior
includes lots of luxurious fabrics such as velvet, darker types of wood and deepcolours.
The basic colours of this style are black, brown and grey, supplemented with a touch of gold.
Let furniture, according to the current trends, form the base of your interior, such as a couch with a solid design covered in
lovely velvet, fabrics such as wood, metal and marble create a classic and timeless interior with this. Complete the look with
a number of striking details, like this bronze-coloured table in the shape of a leaf or a lovely gold-coloured light.

For full product information,
see pages 80-81 of this magazine.
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In a world
full of trends
I want to
remain a
classic
Boston Harbor Dining Table size: 140 x 78 cm, available in various types of tables, Greenwich Globe With Dôme,
Siberian Faux Fur Pillow light grey, size: 50 x 30 cm, also available in the colour nude, Williamsburg Designer Pillow Cover
size: 50 x 50 cm, On Golden Pond Waterlily End Table size: 40 x 55 cm, Stanford Hurricane large, also available in medium
and as a Votive, RM Scented Candle Amsterdam, available in various scents, Dorchester Etagere 2 layer, available in
various versions, Cheers Glass medium, also available in small, RM Est. 1948 Vase With Handles.
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The Hoxton Cabinet, also available in a Low and Small version, Madeline Table Lamp, Fancy Flax Lampshade, Mountbattan End Table diameter: 60 cm,
available in various versions, Rustic Rattan La Mer Pouf diameter: 40 cm, The Jagger Corner Left size: 115 x 105 cm, velvet, petrol, The Jagger Center
velvet, petrol, size: 95 x 105 cm, also available with a width of 125 cm, The Jagger Corner size: 105 x 105 cm, velvet, petrol, The Jagger Corner Right
size: 115 x 105 cm, velvet, petrol, the The Jagger series is available in various colours, in two kinds of velvet and in washed cotton.
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modern
but
classy
In this interior, all elements of a
classic lifestyle are combined to
a lovely whole. The combination
of classic and modern elements
complements each other and fits
perfectly in this outstanding picture.
A classic interior of this time!

Siberian Faux Fur Pillow light grey, size: 50 x 30 cm, also available in the colour nude, The Powder Parlour Matelasse Pillow Cover size: 50 x 50 cm,
Harrison Cable Knit Throw light grey, size: 170 x 130 cm, also available in the colours dark grey and ecru, Bayport Stool diameter: 40 cm, Boston Harbor
Coffee Table diameter: 90 cm, available in various types of tables, The Market Sofa Table size: 40 x 60 cm, Dorchester Etagere 2 layer, Bowery Footstool
velvet, olive, available in various colours.
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RM Grand
Central Clock

Oxford
Wall Shelf
large

Camden
Photo Frame
size: 18 x 13 cm*

Oxford
Wall Shelf
medium, also
available in small

Camden
Photo Frame
size: 15 x 10 cm*

* Available from the end of September 2018.
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Romance at its best!
For full product information,
see pages 80-81 of this magazine.
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A classic interior is the perfect backdrop for
romantic decor. The Powder Parlour collection seems
to come straight out of a powder compact. The different
shades of nude and powder pink complement each other
beautifully and strengthen the feeling of luxury,
romance and femininity.

25-07-18 13:23

The combination of soft velvet, an elegant silk look
and faux fur makes this a versatile collection that will
make many women’s heart beat faster.
Inspired by the powder box of a chic Parisian getting
ready in front of her antique dressing table. All these
pretty nude and powder shades can be found in
the collection with the insanely lovely fabrics.
Lovely and classy, just begging to be touched.
This beautiful textile collection is a real must have!

From left to right, from top to bottom: The Powder Parlour Velvet Pillow Cover pink, size: 50 x 50 cm, Siberian Faux Fur Pillow nude, diameter: 38 cm,
also available in the colours light grey and off white, Fabulous Velvet Ribbon powdery pink, size: 3 m, also available in the colours dove grey and winter white,
Bow Pillow pink, size: 40 x 30 cm, also available in the colour light grey, Pretty Powder Parlour Knit Pillow Cover ecru, size: 50 x 50 cm, also available in the
colours smoke and blush, Velvet Pillow Cover pink, size: 50 x 50 cm, also available in the colours light grey and dark grey, Velvet Roll Pillow Cover pink,
size: 50 x 20 cm, also available in the colours light grey and dark grey, RM Pump Pillow off white/pink.
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Thompson Bench velvet, blush, also available
in the colours caffè latte and midnight grey.
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Elegance is
the only
beauty
that never
fades...
Soft velvet in combination with shiny materials
give a true touch of elegance to your interior.
Choose a lovely silver side table to your velvet
armchair, or look for small accessories, such as
a lovely tray on your couch.
Thompson Lounge Chair velvet, blush, also
available in the colours caffè latte and midnight grey,
Hermitage End Table diameter: 40 cm, available in
various types of tables, Cloud Nine Hurricane large,
also available in medium, Siberian Faux Fur Pillow
nude, diameter: 38 cm, also available in the
colours light grey and off white, The Mark Hotel
Serving Tray.

PINK = TOUGH!
If one merely thinks about a feminine interior when
seeing pink velvet, Rivièra Maison shows that it could
also be different! Place the chairs next to a solid
wooden and steel table and the entire picture changes
immediately. This way the pink suddenly looks tough!
Frisco Drive Dining Armchair velvet, pink and
dolphin, available in various colours and in pellini,
Boston Harbor Dining Table size: 180 x 190 cm,
Rivièra Maison Storage Jar short, also available
in a tall version, Wonderful Taste Bowl
Braided*, RM Bistro Salad Bowl.
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The romantic atmosphere radiated by the Powder Parlour
can be intensified by using the correct accessories.
Take this lovely jewelery box with gold detail, which
is perfect for a personal touch. Utmost luxury!
Valencia Glass Box.

Make your toasts even more intimate
with these chic wine glasses. It has a
playful silver bow. It’s all in the details!
Happy Bow Wine Glass*, also
available as a Water Glass.

“ S M A L L D E TA I L S ,
B O L D S TAT E M E N T S ”
Changes to your house do not always need to be big.
Lovely candle holders or a beautiful ottoman can make
a difference for the image of your interior! Definitely the
ottoman, which is also very useful, will have a great impact.
Foxberry Inn Lantern medium, also available in large,
Pretty Mosaic Votive, also available as a Hurricane,
Bowery Footstool velvet, pink, available in
various colours and in linen.

* Available from the end of September 2018.
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WELCOME
AUTUMN
To have and to hold in case you get cold
Cold outside, warm inside with a throw, a cup of tea and a book
on the couch the colours and aromas of chestnuts and
pine cones and freshly baked apple pie.
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From left to right: Brentwood Boucle Throw enchanting grey, size: 170 x 130 cm, Magic Mohair Throw grey stripe,
size: 170 x 130 cm, Harrison Cable Knit Throw dark grey, size: 170 x 130 cm,, Mayfair Throw ecru/smoke, size: 170 x 130 cm,
Magic Mohair Throw stripe grey, size: 170 x 130 cm, Velvet Throw light grey, size: 170 x 130 cm, also available in the colour dark grey,
Palmer Throw crème, size: 170 x 130 cm, Harrison Cable Knit Throw ecru, size: 170 x 130 cm, Harrison Cable Knit Throw light grey,
size: 170 x 130 cm, Brentwood Boucle Throw boston brown, size: 170 x 130 cm, also available in the colour precious pink.
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The
fabulous
fifty
Every season is different and every season has its list of favourites.
This year’s Autumn and Winter collection breathes warmth and brings inspiration
for new stories and moments. We want to share the new favourites with you!
Enjoy Your Day Mug.
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Very light

Hold the door!

A vase full of love

Lights and candles create atmosphere and
can be used anywhere. This silver-coloured
‘light’ has a unique shape and can hold a
candle. It looks like a light, but without
a cord; very delicate and striking.

This lovely doorstop made from bamboo
keeps the door open without damaging it.
Very useful if you have children or a pet;
no more slamming doors!

Some of the accessories will put a smile
on your face from the first moment. This is
definitely the case with the silver heart-shaped
vase; a lovely artwork that inspires love.

Rustic Rattan No Entry Doorstop.

With Love Vase.

My Favourite Candle Holder medium,
also available in small.

Time for drinks

Hello Amsterdam!

Serve olives in style with this round olive
bowl. Alternatively use it to serve cheese.
With a lovely glass of red wine, it sets
the scene for relaxing drinks.

Very nice to test the waters of the Amsterdam
canal houses. Originally made to welcome
guests. Made from 100% coconut.
Canal House Doormat.

Quality Olives Olive Bowl,
Vino Rosso Wine Glass, also available
as the Vino Bianco Wine Glass.

We love coffee
Lovely addition to a cup of hot chocolate, tea or coffee that
will be enjoyed even more using our new mug collection.
These lovely mugs with a touch of gold add more luxury to
a coffee break.
Hello Gorgeous Mug, You Are Amazing Mug, Lovely Mug,
Enjoy Your Day Mug.
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City of Amsterdam
Amsterdam! The city where
Rivièra Maison was born and raised.
This distinctive plate elegantly depicts
the city’s beautiful canals. Our capital city
loves design, enterprise and free thinking,
and we gladly go along with that.
RM Scented Candle Amsterdam,
available in various scents, RM Canal
House Amsterdam Plate.

In supply!

Driving home

De la Maison

You can keep heaps in this nice big
storage jar. Breakfast cereals, pasta and
other goodies keep for ages in these glass
jars. They look great in a row and the
contents couldn’t be easier to see!

It’s so good when your car always smells
nice and feels like a second living room.
You arrive home already relaxed with
‘home perfume’ in the car.

A decorative dish inspired by warm
southern climes, and useful for many home
decoration ideas. Use as a snack dish for
chips & dips, or with tea lights and pine
foliage during the cold winter months.

Rivièra Maison Storage Jar short,
also available in tall version.
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RM Car Diffuser.

Decoration De La Maison Bowl
medium, also available in large.
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Home is where
the dog runs to
greet you!

A friend
for life
Rattan has a unique pliable character
and is also a naturally strong material
that guarantees a long useful life.
The Rivièra Maison collection now
includes a rattan house pet. Who
wouldn’t want such a cute dog?
Anyway, we are a big fan of this
lovely woven dog, a friend for life.
Rustic Rattan Classic Dog.
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70
YEARS
of Rivièra Maison
What began as an Amsterdam flower shop 70 years ago has since grown to become an
international interior brand. This year Rivièra Maison proudly celebrates its 70th birthday
and that means a whole lot of confetti, flowers and cake to mark this amazing milestone.
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LET’S
CELEBRATE!
It’s Rivièra Maison’s birthday and that means
we provide the treats! So there will be wonderful
actions all year round to celebrate this jubilee
together with our loyal fans. Limited Edition
Anniversary Mugs have been made especially
for the 70th jubilee. One of these must-have
mugs can be saved for every month.

70 Years Of Happiness Awesome Mug,
70 Years Of Happiness Happy Mug,
70 Years Of Happiness Dream Mug,
70 Years Of Happiness Enjoy Mug,
The Greenhouse Cake Stand small, also
available in medium, RM Fleuriste Vase.
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STURDY &

CONTEMPORARY
Rivièra Maison has also embraced the industrial look with the
use of old iron and steel in furniture, clean designs and robust
fabrics. Robust, heavy and sturdy fabrics in dark colours:
all go well with every loft-style interior.
New York
Floor Lamp.

Whether you have a big or small living area, this style creates a spacious look. A single
West Houston Corner Sofa looks ‘grand’, even in a smallish living room. These ideal coffee
and side tables don’t take up much space, but are easy to place as needed.

Beach House Mirror size: 90 x 180 cm, Monaco Side Table, New York Daybed velvet, petrol, available in various colours, Siberian Faux Fur Pillow Cover
anthracite, size: 50 x 50 cm, Harrison Cable Knit Throw light grey, size: 170 x 130 cm, Mead Way Coffee Table Low, Monaco End Table set of 3,
West Houston Corner Sofa Chaise Longue Right washed cotton, grey, available in various colours and in velvet, Monaco Square Coffee Table set of 3,
Mead Way Coffee Table High, Davidson Floorlamp, Chamonix Lantern large.
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Warm feet
A superb large carpet supplies warmth to this
high space. Place under the front feet of the sofa
to create a visually more spacious effect, and to
enjoy the comfortable feel under your feet.
Monaco End Table set of 3,
Soho Square Desk Lamp Black.

In style
This look doesn’t need much in ways of extra decor:
a green plant and a beautiful showcase with an
antique telescope says enough. This one of glass
and dark steel fits perfectly here.
French Glass Photo Box small,
also available in medium.
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Mix & Match
This collection is characterised by a fine combination of fabrics.
Each cushion and each plaid are different, but together they
create harmony that gives your interior a luxurious allure.
Williamsburg Pillow Cover size: 65 x 45 cm,
Harrison Cable Knit Throw light grey, size: 170 x 130 cm,
also available in the colours dark grey and ecru.

Williamsburg, the well-known artistic area of
New York, was the inspiration for this robust collection.
The cushions and throws are made from sturdy
material, like cotton and wool for casual coolness .

Texture
The knitted cushions and plaids have gorgeous cable patterns and a plaited structure.
It’s obvious that much attention has been
devoted to the finish, which gives this
collection an especially high quality feel.
Powder Parlour Knit Pillow Cover
smoke, size: 50 x 50 cm, also available in
the colours ecru and blush, Harrison Cable
Knit Throw dark grey, size: 170 x 130 cm, also
available in the colours light grey and ecru.

Details
The Williamsburg collection is packed with details.
Such as the leather bows on one cushion, and then a
leather label on another. This way, a collection was
created in which each item has a little extra something.
Williamsburg 48 Grand Street Pillow Cover
size: 50 x 50 cm, Brentwood Boucle Throw
enchanting grey, size: 170 x 130 cm, also available
in the colours boston brown and precious pink.
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Robust fabrics
This incredibly fine collection matches various interior styles perfectly, but also those with an eclectic style mix.
The marvellous robust fabrics blend in with every home to give your interior a sophisticated look & feel.
London Clock Company Wall Clock, Spring Street Cabinet, New York Daybed velvet, mineral blue, available in various colours,
Harrison Cable Knit Throw light grey, size: 170 x 130 cm, also available in the colours dark grey and ecru.
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PERSONAL TOUCH
When selecting an interior style, furniture is often the first to spring to mind.
That’s entirely logical, as furniture pieces form the backdrop. But it’s what comes after that proves
a real ambience-enhancer: accessories. With the right accessories you can decorate your home
to your heart’s content, lending your interior its own unique style.
Opt for stylish cushions on the sofa, and drape a cosy throw nonchalantly over the chaise lounge. Why not also cleverly place lanterns,
and position an eye-catching lamp in a prominent spot; choose beautiful photo frames with black&white prints for an artistic effect
on the wall. Robust, wooden units with glass doors, such as the Hands Creek range, complete the picture perfectly.

Brompton Cross Corner Sofa Chaise Longue Left velvet, clay, available in various colours and in washed cotton,
Mountbattan Coffee Table diameter: 70 cm, Mountbattan End Table diameter: 60 cm, Bolzano Coffee Table
size: 45 x 40 cm, Gilford Island Hurricane* large, Hands Creek Dresser, Vendôme Mirror, The Eiffel Tower Table Lamp,
Brianna Stone Washed Lampshade black, size: 35 x 45 cm.
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The use of several, small coffee tables lends a certain
playfulness to an interior and provide plenty of opportunity to
present yourloveliest accessories in a creative way. Select coffee
tables of varying heights for optimum impact.
Mountbattan Coffee Table diameter: 70 cm, Mountbattan End Table
diameter: 60 cm, Bolzano Coffee Table size: 45 x 40 cm,
The Conservatory Cake Dôme, Gilford Island Hurricane* large,
RM Est. 1948 Vase With Handles, Hands Creek Cabinet.

Lights, camera, action
The ultimate statement accessory
has to be this delightful, wooden lamp.
This accessory adds substance to your
interior and is a veritable showpiece.
Rodeo Drive Floor Lamp.

* Available from the end of September 2018
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LET’S
STAY HOME...
Staying in is the new going out, and we love it! Choose your company carefully and
experience how good it is to enjoy an evening at home for once. That can be with just the
two of you, or perhaps with a select group of good friends. Cook together convivially and
simply make a party of it in your own home. Way too much fun to miss out on!

Although of course it’s actually about eating, cooking together can almost
be at least as much fun. After all, the best conversations are often had
while preparing all that delicious food.
Rustic Rattan Tea Bags Organiser large, also available in extra large,
Chef’s Kitchen Spoon Holder, Rustic Rattan Market Basket.
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IT’S ALL ABOUT
PRESENTATION
Use pretty dishes and
cake-stands to present your
baked goodies. Even though
you are only at home,
a beautifully presented
cake always tastes better.
Good Drinks Double Wall
Glass medium, also
available in small and large,
Glass Etagère 3 levels,
Delicious Plate, Frisco Drive
Cake Stand medium
and large.

Using items from natural materials in the kitchen
is a nice change from the china we so often
tend to use. For example, present snacks on
a wooden cutting board with an interesting
shape, or serve bites on a rattan tray.
An Apple A Day Chopping Board,
Rustic Rattan Soho Tray size: 50 x 20 cm,
also available in size: 40 x 30 cm.
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NO PLACE LIKE HOME...
The daily grind often pushes romance at home to the background.
But pay a little more attention to each other and to eating, and
especially take the time to enjoy it together. That’s all! And then
you suddenly get that wonderful romantic feeling again ...

Nothing wrong with a glass of water, but let’s
be honest: the photo above surely looks much
more enjoyable? Put some fresh fruit on a skewer,
drop into your glass of bubbles and just enjoy.
Cheers Glass medium, also available
in small, Frisco Drive Cake Stand
large, also available in medium.

Boston Harbor Dining Table diameter: 140 cm, available in various types of tables, Frisco Drive Dining Armchair pellini, camel,
available in various colours and in velvet, Cape Breton Dining Chair linen, flax, available in various colours and in pellini and velvet,
Meadow Dining Chair velvet, dolphin, available in various colours, George Dining Chair pellini, coffee, available in various colours
and in linen, Happy Leaf Hurricane.
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HOME
ESSENTIALS

A wine cooler and beautiful wine glasses are real must-haves in the home.
Not only for parties, but also great for treating yourself now and then to a good
wine in a chic glass. It’s often the small details that have the greatest effect.
Candles glowing cozily in the background give such a romantic touch to your
interior, or a nice coaster to treat a guest with a bonbon alongside the coffee.
Those are the things that linger in the mind ...

Vino White Wine Glass, Foodhall Chopping Board Round, Dinner With Friends Wine Cooler,
First Flavour Salt & Pepper Shakers set of 2, RM Luxury Scented Candles set of 5,
RM Paisley Serving Tray, RM Mini Serving Tray.
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INTERVIEW WITH RENÉ BOGAART:
THE MAN BEHIND RESTAURANT PAVAROTTI
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Sandra and René Bogaart had two dreams when they met 25 years ago:
a business in the hospitality sector, and starting a big family. With the
responsibility for eleven hospitality establishments and a family of
six children, we can safely say that these dreams have come true for
this power couple. And as if that’s not busy enough for them, the couple
has 23 dogs and are about to open three more restaurants, all entirely
in Rivièra Maison style!

René comes from a proper hospitality family and grew up in the business.
Despite the hard work and having to give up a lot - he is always working
when others are free - he enjoys it to the utmost. “If your work is your
hobby, you’re never actually working.” However, he does try to achieve a
good balance between work and family. That’s pretty difficult sometimes:
one time you are a better father and the next a better entrepreneur. But
we always try to compensate ... then we go on a holiday so that we really
have time for each other again for a while.” The family also tries to have
breakfast together every Sunday. “That’s a fixed appointment that we
always keep.”
Last year the Bogaart family came to live in a magnificent country mansion
in Voorburg. “We fell in love with it immediately! Despite everything
being dark brown, we were completely taken by the space, the height,
and its location on the water.” They converted the former office into a
home with 24 rooms and a complete Rivièra Maison refurbishment. “I
think Rivièra Maison is the nicest sweets shop in the Netherlands! And it
doesn’t even make you fat.”
Rivièra Maison gives René a relaxed feeling, and he wanted to bring this
to his restaurant, Pavarotti. This way people not only enjoy good food, but
also really enjoy a fine atmosphere.” Restaurant Pavarotti in Zoetermeer
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is well-known for its delicious and affordable pasta and pizza, and fast but
friendly service. They make their own pasta and have chosen to have a
completely open kitchen. “Openness and honesty are top priority for us;
we have nothing to hide.”
The restaurant is such an enormous success that another three branches
are already being planned. “We are going to open a really big Pavarotti
in the old station of Delft, and at the end of 2018 we will be opening
another branch in Leiden, on the Nieuwe Rijn. Yet another Pavarotti will
be coming to the top of the boulevard in Kijkduin. Riviéra Maison is our
partner regarding interiors for all three of these new branches.”
Nice detail: the three oldest children are already fully involved in the family
business and the three youngest can’t wait to start working alongside their
parents. “We don’t force it on them at all, they really do love it!”
“We go 200 kph day and night, but we are very happy and grateful,” says
René with a broad smile. The saying that behind every strong man stands
an even stronger woman is totally true according to him. “We have a whole
lot of companies, but our biggest one is at home, and my wife runs it.
Children, sports, coaching, the animals, cooking, ... my wife is the absolute
champion in this family!”
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René and Sandra have no less than 23 dogs
and so there are quite a few dog beds around
the house. This lovely Labradoodle sprawls
majestically on his Rustic Rattan Nicolas Dog Bed!

For full product
information, see
pages 80-81 of
this magazine.

The family house contains many large accessories and furniture
pieces. They come out very nicely in the roomy house and make
for a spacious yet warm feeling. The vase pictured above is a great
example; it is made up of two pieces that can be placed on top
of, or alongside, one another, and with the right decoration is a
veritable ambience-enhancer. In the kitchen - the heart of the house
- stands an enormous dining table with wonderful Keith II Lowback
Armchairs that invite you to take a seat.

“I think Rivièra Maison is the nicest
sweets shop in the Netherlands!
And it doesn’t even make you fat.”
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Smile. there is wine.

RESTAURANT PAVAROTTI
The ‘greenhouse’ of the attractive restaurant in Zoetermeer has a fresh and modern look.
The stylish Amsterdam Dining Chairs contribute in no small way to the enjoyable dining experience.
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“LIFE IS A
COMBINATION
OF MAGIC
AND PASTA”

Original hanging lamps, comfy cushions, fine tableware
and stunning accessories adorn restaurant Pavarotti.
So not only do you eat really well here, you also dine
in a completely relaxed atmosphere.

Project design
Are you also interested in having the interior
decoration and styling of your company
taken care of by Rivièra Maison? Then
please contact our ‘B2B Projects domestic
and abroad’ department to receive our initial
recommendations concerning your plans:
project@riviera-maison.nl

* Available from the end of September 2018.
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Paris is the fashion capital, the city where art has free rein, and in particular where the numerous little idyllic streets spontaneously steal
your heart. Within this fantastic metropolis, the street known as Rue Mademoiselle proved the source of inspiration for our chic textile
collection in which wool plays the leading part. The ‘chic Parisian’ style can be seen back in the soft tones with an ‘aged’ hue,
the luxurious check and refined finish. In short: a collection that transports you to the ever so beautiful Paris.

Rue Mademoiselle Parisienne Chic Pillow Cover* size: 50 x 30 cm and 50 x 50 cm, Rue Mademoiselle Parisienne Carreau*
size: 65 x 45 cm, Rue Mademoiselle Parisienne Chic Pillow Cover* size: 50 x 30 cm, Eiffel Tower Statue, East Village Armchair
velvet, pink, available in various colours, in two types of velvet, Bayport Stool diameter: 40 cm, Siberian Faux Fur Pillow Cover
nude, size: 50 x 30 cm, also available in the colour light grey, Cappuccino Love Cup*, Coffee Love Cup*.
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ENDLESS
COMBINATIONS

A deliciously lazy Sunday afternoon
on the sofa cocooned from the
blustery weather outdoors. A pretty
much sure-fire recipe for enjoyment.
The autumn collection boasts many styles, from
the opulent to minimalist; there’s something to suit
all tastes. The great thing about mixing up different
styles is that the lounge is given its own identity.
All you need do is place different pieces of furniture
alongside one another, or simply use accessories.
A candlestick in the shape of a contemporary
chandelier is hugely atmospheric. So too the
combination of an oriental style rug with a
modern classic standard lamp in the
background. Lending lounge soul.

Connaught Lampbase, Cambridge Lampshade white, size: 35 x 45 cm, also available in size: 15 x 20 cm and in the colour natural,
Hampton Heights Sofa 3.5 Seater washed cotton, stone, available in various colours and in velvet, The Market Coffee Table
set of 2, also available as a Sofa Table, Lisbon Multiple Hurricane, Vino Red Wine Glass.
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1.
4.

2.

3.

Styling
tip!

5.

THE MORE, THE BETTER!
The Lisbon Multiple Hurricane makes a statement in your
home. The candlestick in the shape of a contemporary
chandelier provides atmospheric lighting within a space, has
5 arms and room for 5 pillar candles. Tip: jazz it up with pine
foliage and glistening fir cones for a striking decorative piece.

1. Lisbon Multiple Hurricane, Winter Leaves champagne, Pretty Pinecones white, 2. Happy Leaf Hurricane,
3. Montpellier Throw size: 170 x 130 cm, 4. RM British Sports Car, 5. Globe Statue.
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RM GOES
CHIQUE

Pumpkin spice
With its majestic colours Autumn is one
of our favourite seasons, which is why
we gladly incorporate autumn in our
interior! Combine beautiful wood types
with deep-green furniture pieces and
as the finishing touch why not add the
charming pumpkin-coloured pouffes.
Complete the look with eye-catching
accessories, and you’re ready to
herald in this delightful season.
Opera Footstool velvet, pumpkin,
also available in the colours slate grey
and caramel, Monaco Side Table,
available in various types of tables,
Rustic Rattan Vintage Basket, available
from the end of September 2018,
Cloud Nine Hurricane large, also
available in medium, Clive Hurricane
size: 22 x 40 cm, also available
in size: 27.5 x 26 cm.
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2CV Classic Car,
Monaco End Table set of 3,
size: 45 x 40 x 55 cm, available
in various types of tables.
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Live life in warm colours
It is not only the colours that are key in creating such a sophisticated ambience, but furniture fabrics must be chosen
with equal care too. The magnificent upholstered Ocean Park Sofa in exceptionally soft velvet envelopes you with cosiness.
The stainless steel base lends this chic sofa even more allure, even more so in combination with the Monaco Coffee Tables.
Ocean Park Sofa 3.5 Seater velvet, slate grey, available in various colours and as a Love Seat and Armchair,
Brentwood Boucle Throw enchanting grey, size: 170 x 130 cm, also available in the colours boston brown
and precious pink, Venice Adjustable Sofa Table, Monaco Square Coffee Table set of 3, available
in various types of tables, Magic Mirror Hurricane large, also available in medium.
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CREATIVE &

PERSONAL DECORATION

Natural colours and materials adorn
this beautiful, warm style room with
a rustic yet peaceful atmosphere. The
combination of recycled wood, natural
tones and fresh green offers a feeling
of complete relaxation.

Cloud Nine Hurricane large, also available
in medium, Cape Island Storage Jar*
medium, also available in small,
The Regency Adjustable Table Lamp,
Le Cap Mirror size: 45 x 130 cm,
Pacifica Dresser, also available as a
Buffet Cabinet and a Flatcreen Dresser,
Opera Footstool velvet, slate grey,
available in various colours.
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Round
the
world

There’s no lack of atmosphere in
this interior. Partly due to stylish
and well-fitting accessories, each
with its own luxurious look, this
interior is filled with warmth, a
story and above all a real 'homey feeling'. After
all, well-chosen accessories are the icing on the
proverbial cake of every interior!

A showpiece and
essential for the
interior of travel
enthusiast is the
globe with details
of chrome.
Greenwich
Classic Globe.

Beautiful and
convenient
Decoration does not always have to
be functionless. For example, fill this
wonderful pot with walnuts or tasty
biscuits - it obviously fits well with your
interior - and it is also very handy!
Cape Island Storage Jar*
medium, also available in small.

Adjustable
This beautiful standing lamp is adjustable in height. This way you can see
how the lamp comes to its own in the
best manner within your interior and
you can adjust it in height as required.
The Regency Adjustable Table Lamp.

Classic chic
A luxurious and classic glass casing with a candle must be included in an
interior radiating a sophisticated style. This accessory is always beautiful.
Burn it in the evening and enjoy a romantic and atmospheric light.
Donna Hurricane, available in various models.

Have a drink
These double-walled glasses keep your
hot drinks warm longer and your cold
drinks cool longer. And then we have not
even mentioned how well they fit in this
interior with their beautiful golden print.
Beverage Bar Glass medium and large.
* Available from the end of September 2018.
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Old-timer
The classic, old Porsche is literally on a pedestal
in this collection. Give it the best place on the
windowsill, in the cupboard or on the mantelpiece.
Porsche Statue.
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Hello retro look! Imagine yourself in
the 1920s with this interior in which
luxury is number one. Soft and
sumptuous materials combined
with lots of shiny accessories,
nothing was too crazy in this era
and as far a we are concerned,
we enjoy it all once again!

Cuddly
The soft faux-fur plaids are inseparable from these fine, retro
interior styles. Apart from looking insanely beautiful they are
also wonderfully soft to crawl into on cold winter evenings.
Happy Husky Faux Fur Throw size: 170 x 130 cm,
also available in sizes: 220 x 170 cm and 240 x 220 cm.

The perfect
side table
A side table that is easily adjustable in
height. Ideal for an evening relaxing on
the couch with a good book and a cup of
tea, set the table a little higher to place a
bottle of wine during a romantic date.
Venice Adjustable Sofa Table,
The Champagne Bar Flute,
RM Mini Serving Tray.

Small but
so nice!
These cute scented candles
smell nice. And as tiny as they
are, these scented candles
with lid fill the entire room
with a wonderful scent. It's
also nice to keep using the
container when the candle
is burnt out.
Sparkle Scented Candle,
available in 4 different scents.

It takes two
This set of two side
tables just gives that
little bit extra to your
living room. The smallest
table is easy to slide out
and the chrome base fits
perfectly together.

Candlelight = atmosphere

Greenwich End Table
set of 2, also available
as an End Table.

How do you easily give a space an atmosphere? Votives
and hurricanes are extremely suitable to accomplish
this. Candlelight immediately provides warmth,
romance and atmosphere in the house. These
beautiful candle-holders are made of processed
glass and have a beautiful, luxurious look.
Magic Mirror Hurricane medium and large.
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SHAKEN
not
STIRRED

Very useful! This side table's
height is easily adjustable.
Ocean Park Loveseat velvet, slate grey, available in various colours, Opera Footstool velvet, slate grey, available in various colours,
Velvet Pillow Cover light grey, size: 50 x 50 cm, also available in pink and dark grey, Venice Adjustable Sofa Table,
Madeline Table Lamp, Pretty Mosaic Hurricane, Greenwich End Table set of 2, also available as an End Table.
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Sturdy

chic

This vibrantly styled room has a cool look with the use of
robust materials that are beautifully applied. Recycled wood,
tough steel and leather with a story dominate this interior.

The Hoxton Cabinet small,
available in various types of cabinets,
Soho Lobby Bench pellini, camel,
available in various colours and in
velvet, Hoxton Wall Lamp shiny,
also available in a black version.
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Statement accessories combined
with natural elements and rough
textiles fully implement this
look. They create a space that is
tough, yet extremely cosy.

We heart it!
Stir a little bit of love through your coffee or tea
with these cute heart-shaped spoons. The set of
four is also makes for a delightful gift.
With Love Heart Spoons set of 4.

Choose
bold
accessories
Details are very important in an interior. Therefore choose
accessories that make a statement. The aluminium Beetle for
example, or the tough pillow with a diamond pattern These
are items that give the finishing touch and provide your
space with atmosphere.
2CV Classic Car, Williamsburg Pillow Cover
size: 65 x 45 cm, Palmer Throw crème,
size: 170 x 130 cm.

Take a seat
The time that benches were only in the hallway or at the foot
of the bed is a thing of the past. Benches are hot, everywhere
in the interior! Available in multiple versions, fabrics, colours
and designs this season.
Soho Lobby Bench velvet, granite, available in
various colours and in pellini.

Bubbles for one, please!
Planned a dinner? Put these mini wine coolers
on the table with small bottles of bubbles for
everyone. Small accessory, big impact!
RM La Cava Wine Cooler small.
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FIERCELY

FEMININE

Soft colours and even softer materials grace this stylish
room wherein you can almost taste the romance.
Details of shiny chrome and a bunch of wild twigs
give the room a lively and luxurious feeling.

Hoxton Wall Lamp shiny silver, also available in a black version, Dazzling Double RM Vase, Nomad Serving Tray,
Thompson Bench velvet, blush, also available in the colours caffè latte and midnight grey, Brentwood Boucle Throw precious pink,
size: 170 x 130 cm, also available in the colours boston brown and enchanting grey, Roma Throw light grey, size: 170 x 140 cm.
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In love with love..

An interior with beautiful pink shades becomes
even more romantic by using soft and luxurious
accessories to emphasize this. The use of gold
and silver can also do a lot for the
atmosphere at home.

Beautiful bow
Stay gold
Beautiful hurricanes with a lovely appearance because
of the golden details. Both in the colour cream and pink
is very stylish to give a nice feel to the house.

A small pillow in the shape of a bow, it can't get
any cuter than that. Great to combine with other
cushions from the Powder Parlour textile collection.
Bow Pillow light grey, size: 40 x 30 cm,
also available in the colour pink.

The Parlour Hurricane cream and pink, small,
the cream version is also available in medium.

Nice and soft
Soft blankets in sweet colours are a must have. Not just to
wrap around you, but also to provide a space with atmosphere.
Brentwood Boucle Throw precious pink, size: 170 x 130 cm,
also available in the colours boston brown and enchanting grey,
Roma Throw light grey, size: 170 x 140 cm.

Classy Amsterdam
Serve a cup of coffee or tea with a treat on these beautiful
Amsterdam serving dishes and enjoy to the fullest. After all,
the way you present it is everything!
RM Paisley Serving Tray.

Capture the good times
Photography is the way to make
memories lasting. Not only photos inside
the house, but also this incredibly fun
accessories provide a home in which
there are with happy vibes. We love it!
Camera Statue.

And relax…
Choose an armchair in a beautiful,
old pink colour and a soft fabric.
This velvet version is incredibly soft
which makes it a party for relaxing in.
Cutler Park Club Chair velvet,
plum, available in various
colours and in pellini.
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The ugly green duckling
Wonderful touring in a cabriolet, even in winter, which was a bit different
at the beginning of my driving career; a green deux chevaux was my fate,
grass looking green! With a linen roof for that feeling of driving a convertible.
When I passed a truck, the roof rose and a side window flew open! It was
not exactly adapted to the current standards of safety.
There are some fun facts; it can carry up to 7 people, you can drive at
80 km p/h over a traffic island and everything you can think of fits inside
of it! Fortunately, we now have a miniature version of the 2cv so that
I can be reminded of that time. Of course, it is also nice and useful as
a paperweight on the kitchen table or in a nice spot in the house.
With autumnal greetings,

Nico Tijsen
Creative Director Rivièra Maison

Follow me on:

nicolicious2

@nicolicious2

@nico_tijsen

2CV Classic Car.

The winner among the decoration elements for on the table!
The Long Acres Table Decoration can be filled with small accessories
or other decorative materials and certainly deserves a wonderful
place in the middle of the dining table or on the mantelpiece.

These height-adjustable shelves are really great to work with.
Place two in front of a mirror and the effect is enormous!
Vermont Adjustable Cake Stand.

Long Acres Table Decoration.
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“Autumn carries
more gold in its
pocket than all the
other seasons”

XL to the max! This amazing Classic Courtyard Hurricane has
a diameter of no less than 38 cm, very cool as a vase but looks
great with a nice accessory in it, a beautiful hurricane!

Serving dishes can be used for a snack or chips, but filled
with a few small motives, some loose green leaves and
decoration acorns will bring you autumn to the house!

Classic Courtyard Hurricane.

St. James Street Serving Stand medium, also available
in large, available from the end of September 2018.
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TINY
HOUSES
Bijou living is all the rage; a fad that is gaining increasing momentum.
Rivièra Maison has designed multi-functional furniture specifically with
these fantastic, minimalist homes in mind. The furniture is both
super practical and add homeliness to your interior.

Let there be light...
Create additional light anywhere in your interior in
a trice with this robust lamp. Place it on your desk,
or just like here, on an occasional table in the
lounge; ever so practical and versatile!
Soho Square Desk Lamp Black.

Crazy popular
This beautiful mango wood tray is robust and besides being a tray
is also a great, stylish decorative piece on your coffee table.
Williamsburg Tray size: 60 x 40 cm.

Be creative
Bijou living demands creativity. These coffee tables with storage space are ideal for
storing away books, magazines or games, and moreover, lend your interior a retro,
futuristic look&feel. Their bold design is a nod to the classic 1960s interior
Soho Coffee Table size: 70 x 70 cm, Rustic Rattan Lincoln Trunk large, also available
in extra small. For full product information, see pages 80-81 of this magazine.
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RM loves Ibiza

This lovely scented candle in a
decorative, silver glaze votive is now
also available in the popular Ibiza scent.
RM Scented Candle Ibiza, available
in various scents.
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On display
Nice and tidy in no time! This
Brighton Cabinet, made of mature
wood and an iron frame, is ideal
for quickly storing away extra
cushions and fun accessories.
Brighton Cabinet.
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Retro design
This versatile, retro table can be
used as an occasional or bed side
table and offers storage space
for small knick-knacks.
Soho End Table
size: 30 x 30 x 55 cm, also
available as a Coffee Table.

Traditional
craftsmanship
Introduce additional character to
your home with natural materials.
These rattan storage baskets are
woven by hand and match any interior
style with their timeless design and
the multitude of ways they can be
used; perfect for tidying away bits and
pieces or as an occasional table.
Rustic Rattan Lincoln Trunk
size: 62 x 38 x 52 cm, available in
various sizes, RM Charm Votive.

Sushi time!
Imagine yourself to be in Japan, eating delicious sushi, spending a delightful
evening at home together. This sushi set means eating sushi in style,
and turns your table into an atmospheric Oriental oasis.
Sushi Time Sushi Set, Sushi Time Plate.

My first car
This money box is 100% handmade. The model is shaped and cut out using a
mix of Javanese clay and sand. As soon as the model is dried in the outdoors it is
manipulated, baked in a primitive oven, manipulated again, and then painted by
hand. Making each piece unique, pure craftsmanship!
My Car Money Saver.
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RM INDUSTRIAL
From living trend to an established interior style: industrial!
An industrial interior has the unique ambience of a former factory. This living style
incorporates raw, natural materials such as metal and old, recycled wood,
dark colours, robust pieces and a dash of vintage.
This highly versatile style is easily integrated into a range of interiors. An industrial
lounge is daring, open and spacious. Using Rivièra Maison furniture and accessories you
can create the ultimate industrial — yet cosy — ambience in your home.

Your home
should tell the
story of who you are,
and be a collection
of what you love.

Rich Lantern medium and large, Blake Lantern medium and large, Bellecombe Lantern
medium and large, Chamonix Lantern medium and large, Valencia Lantern.
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All things
grow with love
Plants and flowers can add a little more colour
in a subtle, yet striking, manner to an interior. Place
a beautiful vase with lavish, vibrant flowers on the
dining table, and a few large houseplants on the
sideboard or the floor, to create a natural look & feel.
Plants are a great addition to your interior, and
moreover, generate extra oxygen in your home!
The Maxwell Dining Table size: 180 x 90 cm,
also available in size: 220 x 100 cm, Victoria Dining
Chair velvet, indigo, available in various colours,
Megan Dining Armchair velvet, slate grey,
available in various colours and in pellini.

Bowery Footstool linen, available in various colours, Le Bar Americain Coffee Table set of 5, New York Daybed velvet,
ivy, available in various colours, Kendall Sofa 2.5 Seater velvet, petrol, available as a 3.5 Seater and in various colours,
The Hoxton Cabinet Low, Beach House Mirror size: 90 x 180 cm, Megan Dining Armchair velvet, dolphin,
available in various colours and in pellini.
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INDUSTRIAL ALL THE WAY
The industrial style can be easily replicated throughout your home; in the lounge,
kitchen, hallway, and even your bedroom. In the bedroom, add pieces that add tranquillity
and extra warmth, such as a beautiful rug or cosy furniture. A lovely chair, fun pouffes in
glorious velvet, and a side table or dressing table in a metal and mature wood combination,
lend your bedroom an ambient, industrial, but particularly, warm feel.

Bowery Footstool linen, flax, velvet, dolphin and plum,
available in various colours, Shelter Island Dressing Table
incl. mirror, size: 135 x 35 x 80 cm, Victoria Dining Chair
velvet, indigo, available in various colours.
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Walker Park Armchair velvet, midnight grey,
available in various colours, Nisantasi Carpet
grey, size: 300 x 200 cm, also available in
size: 240 x 170 cm and in the colour beige.

Walker Park Armchair
velvet, blush, available
in various colours.
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Soho Lobby Chair
pellini, camel, available in
various colours and in velvet.

Thompson Lounge Chair
velvet, caffè latte, available
in various colours.
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Trendy, slightly uncompromising, and wonderfully macho; the Rockstar Collection
is certainly one that makes an immediate statement in your interior. In stunning army
green and beige cotton and canvas, this collection is highly unique.

Bowery Footstool velvet, dolphin,
available in various colours and in linen.
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The ruggedness this collection exudes
perfectly matches the interior style of
an out-and-out hedonist. Someone who
doesn’t take themselves too seriously, who
instead goes through life with a touch of
Rock & Roll. An innovative collection
with a large dollop of gumption!
Exclusive & Original Beer Glass.

Rockstar Camouflage Pillow Cover* size: 50 x 50 cm,
Rockstar Lyrics Pillow Cover* size: 50 x 50 cm,
Rockstar Pillow Cover* size: 50 x 50 cm,
Rockstar Star Pillow Cover* size: 40 x 40 cm,
Rockstar Box Pillow* size: 40 x 30 cm.
* Available from the end of September 2018.
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The cushions’ striped pattern complements
the bold cameo print beautifully, and the
lovely fluffy pillow in deep green adds the
perfect finishing touch. Large, wooden
buttons round off this robust collection.
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In a spacious living room a large eye-catching
pendant lamp suspended over a table
makes a real statement.
Brooklyn Hanging Lamp.

Are you looking for a beautiful ambience-enhancer
for your living room? Why not take a look at our
striking pendant lamps. Moreover, the lamp with
a dimmer provides fantastic atmospheric lighting.
Hubbard Round Hanging Lamp,
Hubbard Cylinder Hanging Lamp.
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Lamps help you set the mood. Actually, we’re rather smitten
with our glass models. In a magnificent wood and copper combo.
Ensuring lights are positioned correctly in the living room
creates the right ambience and mood.
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Maida Vale Hurricane.

ULTIMATE DINING
As Henk has been saying for many years now, Rivièra Maison doesn’t sell tables,
rather, a dinner with friends. Our tables — in part due to the table settings —
exude out-and-out ambience. You can dine for hours in good company; after all,
creating beautiful memories is what life is all about.
It’s not just the space itself that is important when designing the perfect dining room, but the choice in materials,
colour and accessories plays a part too. Dining chairs can determine the appearance of the entire dining area,
and what you place on top of the table can also greatly impact the intended look & feel.
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Tasty Treats Mini Cake Stand medium, also available in small,
Happy Bow Wine Glass, Happy Bow Water Glass, Rustic Rattan
Placemat Oval, Bon Appétit Cutlery set of 4, RM Signature Collection
Dinner Plate, RM Signature Collection Breakfast Plate.
For full product information, see pages 80-81 of this magazine.

Choose a beautiful rug to place under your dining table for an intimate, cosy ambience. Opting for different chair types
can also enhance the atmosphere of your dining area. Finish it all off with amazing accessories, and when it’s time to
eat you can lay the table to your heart’s content. You will find ample inspiration on the following pages...
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BLACK-TIE
DINNER
Happy Bow Plate sizes: 23 x 23 cm and 26.5 x 26.5 cm,
Pretty Package Precious Box, Happy Bow Wine Glass,
Happy Bow Water Glass, Bon Appétit Napkin white/grey,
size: 45 x 45 cm, also available in the colour white/flax.
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AUTUMN VIBES
Pepper
& Salt
This unique salt
and pepper set
is a must on your
breakfast table!

An apple
a day...

First Flavour
Salt & Pepper
Shakers.

Present your
mini part-baked
rolls or small pots
of jam in this fun
rattan basket.

Let’s
decorate:

Rustic Rattan
Apple Fruit Bowl.

Feeling creative? Make beautiful
autumn leaves using watercolour paints and a fineliner,
cut them out and scatter them
over the table for the ultimate
autumnal look.

Tea
time

Feeling
fruity!

These practical,
but particularly
fun little dishes,
are great for
putting your used
teabags on.

This small
apple-shaped dish
is ideal for a little
‘fruit on the side’.
Fruit & Bites
Bowl extra small,
also available
in small.

A Cup Of Tea
Tips set of 4 .

Good Drinks Jug, Loft Café Placemat, Bon Appétit Cutlery set of 4,
Fabuleux Fôret Under Plate medium, also available in small,
RM Bistro Plate diameter: 24 cm, RM Bistro Mug, RM Egg Cup.
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ROMANTIC DINNER

Golden
details

Beautiful
mosaics

Anything you eat
will taste all the
better out of this
bowl. The delicate
golden pattern
lends this beautiful
piece chicness.
Great in combination with the other
items from this
fantastic range.

These votive
candles glow
cosily, exuding a
splendidly chic
ambience.
Pretty Mosaic
Votive,
Pretty Mosaic
Hurricane.

RM Canal House
Bowl small.

Let’s
decorate:

Cheers!

Our golden glitter trays are the icing
on the cake for any romantic dinner.
Place them half under your plate
or around the votive candles,
to create a lovely flame
and light interplay.

That even mugs
can be stylish is
demonstrated
perfectly by this
lovely example
with fine black and
gold detailing.
RM Canal
House Mug.

RM Canal House Bowl small and medium, RM Canal House Breakfast Plate,
RM Canal House Dinner Plate, RM Canal House Pasta Plate, RM La Cava
Wine Cooler, Bon Appétit Placemat grey, also available in the colour white,
Foodhall Chopping Board rectangular, Can Carlos Tea Spoon gold, Can Carlos
Fork gold, Can Carlos Knife gold, The Can Carlos cutlery range is also available in
copper, Magic Maple Leaf Decoration medium and large, Happy Glitter Leaves.
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BOHEMIAN CHIC
Silver
details
Use this cute
silver-coloured
dish in the shape
of a leaf to hold
place cards for
your dinner
guests. It also
looks lovely on
a bedside table
as a dish for
jewellery.

Oil &
Vinegar

Ginko Leaf
Serving Bowl
medium, also
available in small.

The functional,
see-through
bottles with a
pouring spout
prove that,
sometimes,
simple is best.
RM Vinegar
Bottle, also
available as the
RM Oil Bottle.

Let’s
decorate:
Fresh greenery on the table
elevates your dining experience.
These eucalyptus branches are
perfect in helping to create
a splendidly bohemian
ambience.

Little
treats
Serve a pudding
or perhaps a fun,
personalised gift for
your guests under
this small bell-jar.

RM Oil Bottle, My Favourite Candle Holder medium,also available in
small, Little Treats Food Cover Mini,* Vino Red Wine Glass, N’01 Dinner
Placemat and Napkin, Tiburon Tea Spoon green, Tiburon Fork green,
Tiburon Knife green, Tiburon Spoon green, The Tiburon cutlery range
is also available in the colour white, Covent Garden Serving Tray
size: 40 x 30 cm, also available in size: 70 x 15 cm,
Buon Appetito Square Plate sizes: 18 x 18 cm
and 26 x 26 cm, available in various sizes.
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Food Cover
Mini.
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BLACK TIE
Serve it!

Pretty
porcelain

As the mini
cakestand already
shows, it is also
eminently suitable
for fruit, chocolate, biscuits and
petit-fours.

This lovely oil &
vinegar cork-lid
set is made of
porcelain.
Lisboa Vinegar
Bottle, also
available as the
Lisboa Oil Bottle.

Tasty Treats
Mini Cake
Stand medium,
also available
in small.

Drinks
are
served

Let’s
decorate:
Go for a black tablecloth and
tie a black ribbon around your
plate or cutlery to finish off
the black tie theme.

This great four
coaster set
evokes the
glamour of the
1950s, and
matches this
black tie theme
perfectly.
Sparkling
Coasters

Enjoy

set of 4.*

A trivet for your
hot pan that not
only is a sight
to behold but
wishes you bon
appétit too!
Cook Enjoy
Trivet diameter:
16 cm, Enjoy Your
Dinner Trivet
diameter: 20 cm.
Lisboa Oil Bottle, Just Say Cheese Cheese Grater,
Kitchen & Co Placemat, Happy Bow Plate
sizes: 23 x 23 cm and 26.5 x 26.5 cm,
Package Precious Box.

* Available from
the end of
September 2018.
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Sleepibnagby
like a

Creating a tranquil, yet inspiring, mood in the bedroom is easy as pie with
our new bed linen range. The collection includes a range of timeless duvet covers,
available in superior and organic fabrics. Soft, warm colours and subtle
prints are also included in our autumn collection.

Finish off the room design with
accessories such as a cosy lamp,
an original bedside table, or
verdant plants. Raising the bar on
your beauty sleep. Enhancing the
bedroom with a lovely plaid throw
on the bed, likewise, exudes
warmth and cosiness.

Beverage Bar Glass large, also available in medium, Letter Glass B, in this series the whole alphabet is available,
You are Amazing Mug, Rustic Rattan Folding Napkin Ring, Bon Appétit Napkin white/flax, also available
in the colour white/grey, An Apple A Day Chopping Board.
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Romantic
Now what could be nicer
than waking up in a lovely
bedroom to a romantic breakfast in bed? Layer fruit in a fun
glass, together with yoghurt
and muesli. The perfect start
to a lazy weekend, along
with a café latte.

RM Theatre light grey, size: 240 x 200/220 cm, available in various sizes and in the colour white, Driftwood Double Bed,
also available as a double Headboard, Copenhagen End Table diameter: 33 cm, Lobby Loft Lamp.
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MINIMAL
good(s)

The Shoe Factory Bench, Chamonix Lantern large, also available in medium, Place Vendome Mirror size: 100 x 220 cm,
Sandhurst Mirror, Cannaught Lamp Base, Brianna Stone Washed Lampshade black, size: 35 x 45 cm, also available in
size: 15 x 20 cm, Chateau Chasigny Side Table with Shelf size: 160 x 46 cm, Available in different table types.
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Rugged, raw and authentic. Not words that immediately
spring to mind when picturing a warm, ambient interior.
But it is precisely this minimalist trend that changes
a unique space within the home, into a warm space
offering ultimate liveability.
Large windows that let in exceptional light in a space where concrete dominates.
The combination of brick walls and old wooden beams on the one hand,
and warm, natural materials on the other, comprise the basis of a space with
oodles of character.
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An authentic
character
Combine natural materials such as brown glass,
stone and wood with gorgeous soft textiles,
and play with light and dark to beautifully
highlight the effect of warmth and refreshing
coolness. Such a generous sofa with chaise
lounge really comes into its own here. This
West Houston is available in a corner left and
a corner right, variant, as well as a 2.5 and
3.5 seater sofa, helping you to furnish your
space to your exact taste.
West Houston Corner Sofa Chaise Lonque
Right washed cotton, available in various
colours and in velvet, Boston Side Table
white, diameter: 49 cm, Pretty Powder Parlour
Knit Pillow Cover ecru, size: 50 x 50 cm,
also available in the colours blush and smoke,
Roma Italian Scooter, Wooster Street
Coffee Table size: 70/150 x 70 cm, available
in different table types.

Charming & comfortable
The Megan Dining Armchairs are perfect to add warmth and cosiness to a minimalist interior, with the necessary
rugged effect, of course. These chairs tell a story and are enormously comfy besides, with their elegant, high arm rests.
Megan Dining Armchair pellini, camel and coffee and velvet, dolphin and slate grey, available in various colours, in two types
of velvet, Cavendish Armchair velvet, pink, available in various colours and in pellini, Greenwich End Table set of 2,
also available as an End Table, Clayton Votive black, medium, also available in small and in the colour copper.
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Get ready for winter!
This winter Rivièra Maison will present two inspiring, innovative
themed collections that are sure to make your heart beat faster!

La Scala
A range that will add genuine warmth and a dash of the theatrical
this coming winter is the magnificent La Scala Collection. Inspired
by the amazing Milanese opera house, Teatro alla Scala, this
superior collection evokes a delightfully theatrical ambience.
Gorgeous fabrics, such as delicate velvet and faux fur are adorned
with robust embroidery and elegant ribbon to emphasise this
collection’s opulence. The rich bordeaux-red and dark-grey colour
scheme is combined with an elegant floral pattern that adds the
finishing touches to this refined collection. With the beguiling
La Scala Collection you add a touch of glamour to your interior.

One of the bigger projects to be undertaken by Rivièra Maison
this autumn is Heer Hugo in Heerhugowaard. This is a fantastic
project in which Creative Director Nico Tijsen in particular is
closely involved. Among other things, he has designed the name
and logo that will be used throughout the business. The owners
of ‘Gewoon Lekker’ in Zaandam and Hoorn, restaurants also
furnished by Rivièra Masion, have taken over this established
Hotel-Restaurant and and are going to revive its allure in the
same style as the other two premises.
The restaurants, lobbies, dining areas and terrace will be
refurbished first, followed by the 60 hotel rooms mid next year.
The three restaurants seat more than 250 in total. The largest
has comfortable private dining booths, the brasserie will be
furnished in a more up-market style, and the garden room will
be filled with an abundance of plants, with a lovely view over
the terrace.
Heer Hugo is set to open its doors towards the end of 2018.
We will keep you up to date!

DATES

for your diary!
Once again, the Rivièra Maison Stores in the Netherlands, Germany
and Norway are organising great events for the autumn that you
mustn’t miss! Make a note right away!
27-30 September
Autumn Party @ Rivièra Maison Polderhuis Rotterdam
1-4 November
Christmas Experience Days @ Rivièra Maison Concept Store Laren

Mountain resort
In Southern Germany, at the foot of the Wetterstein mountains,
lies the genial town of Garmisch Partenkirchen, renowned for the
Olympic Games that took place in 1936, and the annual Four Hills
Tournament on New Year’s Day. With over 460 km of pistes, this
is a highly popular ski resort with Germans. This lovely winter sport
environment calls out for warm, sumptuous fabrics; fluff y wool
and velvet can be found back in the comfortable cushions and
throws, all in wool-white, various hues of brown and matching
grey. A deliciously warm collection for those cold wintry days.
The winter collection is available from mid-October 2018.

Keep

in touch

rivieramaison.com - 24/7 online shopping
On the website of Rivièra Maison you will find the
collection, news, inspiration and information.

Follow us on Social Media:
facebook.com/rivieramaison
instagram.com/rivieramaison

8-10 November
Christmas Experience Days @ Rivièra Maison Hamburg

pinterest.com/rivieramaison

8-11 November
Christmas Experience Days @ Rivièra Maison Oslo

youtube.com/user/RivieraMaisonMovies
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Product information
Cover & Mood pages
Front cover
East Village Armchair velvet, pink, available in various colours, Bayport Stool diameter: 40 cm,
Siberian Faux Fur Pillow Cover nude, size: 50 x 30 cm, also available in the colour light grey,
Cappuccino Love Cup*, Coffee Love Cup*.

pages 2-3
Bowery Footstool linen, available in various colours, Le Bar Americain Coffee Table set of 5, New York Daybed
velvet, ivy, available in various colours, Kendall Sofa 2.5 Seater velvet, petrol, available in various colours,
The Hoxton Cabinet low, Beach House Mirror size: 90 x 180 cm.

Back cover
The Hoxton Cabinet low, Megan Dining Armchair velvet, dolphin, available in various colours and in
pellini, Brooklyn Side Table, available in various types of tables, Connaught Lampbase, Brianna Stone
Washed Lampshade black, size: 35 x 45 cm, also available in size: 15 x 20 cm, Greenwich Classic Globe,
Rustic Rattan Book Safe.

Index
pages 6-7
Repulse Bay Armchair velvet, brown, available in various colours, Happy Husky Faux Fur Throw
size: 170 x 130 cm, also available in sizes: 220 x 170 cm en 240 x 220 cm, Rustic Rattan Vintage Basket*,
Stanford Hurricane medium, also available in large and as a Votive.

Classic never goes out style!
page 8
The Jagger Corner Left size: 115 x 105 cm, velvet, petrol, The Jagger Center velvet, petrol, size: 95 x 105 cm,
also available with a width of 125 cm, The Jagger Corner size: 105 x 105 cm, velvet, petrol, The Jagger
Corner Right size: 115 x 105 cm, velvet, petrol, the The Jagger series is available in various colours,
in two types of velvet and in washed cotton, Siberian Faux Fur Pillow Cover anthracite, size: 50 x 50 cm,
Williamsburg Crazy Popular Pillow Cover size: 60 x 60 cm, Happy Husky Faux Fur Throw size: 170 x 130 cm,
also available in size: 220 x 170 cm and 240 x 220 cm, Cresmont Coffee Table size: 90 x 90 cm, also available
as an End Table.

The Powder Parlour
page 13
Classic Natural Linen Lampshade natural, size: 42 x 55 cm, also available in size: 35 x 45 cm and 23 x 30 cm,
L’Hôtel Butler Floorlamp, Kendall Sofa 2.5 Seater velvet, mint, available in various colours and in cotton
and as a 3.5 Seater, Siberian Faux Fur Pillow Cover anthracite, size: 50 x 50 cm, The Powder Parlour
Pillow Cover pink, size: 65 x 45 cm, Shelter Island Coffee Table set of 3, available in various types of tables,
Foxberry Inn Lantern medium, also available in large.

Restaurant Pavarotti
pages 36-37
Hotel Wall Lamp, Gilford Island Hurricane* large, also available in medium, Dazzling Double RM Vase,
Newport Drawer Cabinet.
Metropolis Corner Arm Left washed cotton, brown, Metropolis Center washed cotton, brown,
Metropolis Corner washed cotton, brown, Metropolis Chaise Longue Right washed cotton, brown,
the Metropolis series is available in various colours washed cotton and velvet, Chateau Chassigny Coffee
Table size: 150 x 70 cm.

page 38
Rustic Rattan Nicolas Dog Basket small, Dazzling Double RM Vase, Keith II Lowback Armchair
pellini, anthracite, also available in velvet and linen.

pages 39-40
Amsterdam City Dining Armchair azure blue, available in various colours, Covent Garden Serving Tray
size: 70 x 15 cm, also available in size: 40 x 30 cm.
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Tiny houses
page 56
Soho Square Desk Lamp Black, Rustic Rattan Lincoln Trunk large, also available in extra small,
Harrison Cable Knit Throw ecru, size: 170 x 130 cm, also available in light grey and dark grey, Metropolis Sofa
2.5 Seater velvet, clay, available in various colours and in washed cotton, also available as a Love Seat,
3.5 Seater, Sofa XL, Hocker and Modular Sofa, Soho Coffee Table size: 70 x 70 cm, Glass Etagère 3 levels,
Rustic Rattan Soho Tray size: 50 x 20 cm, also available in size: 40 x 30 cm.

page 57
Brighton Cabinet size: 95 x 35 x 180 cm, Harrison Cable Knit Throw ecru, size: 170 x 130 cm,
Pretty Powder Parlour Knit Pillow Cover ecru, size: 50 x 50 cm, Happy Husky Faux Fur Pillow Cover
size: 65 x 45 cm, Time To Explore Clock, Swedish Pole Faux Fur Pillow Cover size: 50 x 50 cm,
Happy Husky Faux Fur Pillow Cover size: 50 x 50 cm, Pretty Pole Faux Fur Pillow Cover size: 50 x 50 cm,
Vancouver Island Faux Fur Pillow Cover brown, size: 50 x 50 cm, Rustic Rattan House.

Ultimate Dining
page 67
Maida Vale Hurricane, Shelter Island Dining Table Extendable size: 220/230 x 90 x 78 cm,
Keith Dining Wing Chair velvet, dolphin, available in various colours and in pellini en linen,
Victoria Dining Chair velvet, pink, available in various colours, Meadow Dining Chair velvet,
plum, available in various colours.

page 68
Westwood Side Table, Hampton Bridge Dining Table, George Dining Chair pellini, coffee,
available in various colours and in linen, Meadow Dining Chair velvet, plum, available in various colours,
Bridge Lane Dining Chair velvet, dolphin, available in various colours and in pellini and washed cotton,
Hampton Classic Dining Chair pellini, coffee, available in various colours and in velvet, linen and
washed cotton, Victoria Dining Chair velvet, brown, available in various colours.

Publication information
pages 82-83
West Houston Sofa 3.5 Seater velvet, clay, available in various colours and in washed cotton, also available
as a 2.5 Seater, Corner Sofa and Armchair, Le Bar Americain Coffee Table set of 5, Cloud Nine Hurricane
large, also available in medium, Clayton Votive black, medium, also available in small, Eiffel Tower Statue*,
Siberian Faux Fur Pillow Cover anthracite, size: 50 x 50 cm, Magic Mohair Throw stripe grey,
size: 170 x 130 cm, also available in colour grey stripe.

* Available from the end of September 2018.
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Publication Information
Printing
Senefelder Misset
Translations
Textmaster
Art Direction
Nico Tijsen
Photography
Dennis Brandsma,
Hélène Wiesenhaan
Models
Babs, Jidde, Luuk, Cynthia, Demian,
Kimberley, Anisa
Clothing
Geisha, Vila, Pieces, ONLY, Vero Moda,
Jacqueline de Young, Jack&Jones, Zara,
Room Seven, Tumble and Dry, Aware,
Bronx Shoes
Make-up
Marc Lubach, Studio Stroop
Special thanks to
Geisha, Bestseller, Just Brands,
PR4Kids
Rivièra Maison
Beiraweg 15, 1047 HN Amsterdam
The Netherlands
rivieramaison.com

Rivièra Maison is sold
in the following countries:
Andorra, Aruba, Azerbaijan, Austria,
Bahrain, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada,
Chile, Croatia, Curaçao, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Dominican Republic, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Gibraltar,
Great Britain, Greece, Guadeloupe,
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Lebanon,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malta,
Mexico, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia,
South Korea, Spain, Suriname, Sweden,
Switzerland, The Netherlands, Turkey,
United States

COPYRIGHT

RM Magazine is published by Rivièra Maison.
No part of this publication may be reproduced
and/or transmitted by means of print, photocopy or film or by any other means without
prior permission in writing from the publisher.
Similarly, RM Magazine may not be included
in a pre-packaged group of magazines without
written permission from the publisher.
No liability is accepted for changes in price
and model or printing errors. All images and
texts used are property of Rivièra Maison
unless otherwise stated. The products
presented in this RM Magazine represent
a selection from the autumn and winter
collection. The furniture and accessories will
be distributed at intervals in Rivièra Maison
retail outlets. Visit rivieramaison.com to view
all the new products.
Rivièra Maison is affiliated with the
CBW housing sector association
(Centrale Branchevereniging Wonen).
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